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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Moderna produces one of three COVID shots available in the U.S.  In November 2021, Moderna

released data on third-quarter sales showing phenomenal proJts from the vaccine of $5 billion

worldwide and forecasted $18 billion for the year just from the mRNA vaccine.  To take

advantage of this revenue stream, the company announced they are developing three new mRNA

vaccines for shingles, cancer and herpes.

At the start of the vaccine race, the Health and Human Services Operation Warp Speed pledged

to deliver 300 million doses of the vaccine by 2021.  This was just months after the pandemic

had been declared in early 2020. Yet, developing a safe and effective vaccine normally takes

years and begins with animal studies.

In addition to the speed at which the vaccine was developed, the shot did not Jt the deJnition of a

vaccine at that time, as the mRNA product the pharmaceutical companies were planning does

not induce immunity in and of itself; rather, it delivers instructions to the recipient’s cells to do

that by producing their own proteins to Jght the targeted disease. So what did the CDC do? They

changed the deJnition of vaccine.

Vaccine De5nition Changed to Cover mRNA Shots

To fully understand the importance of the change, it’s crucial to note that before the COVID

pandemic, the deJnition of a vaccine hadn’t changed much through the years. For example,

according to an archived snapshot of the CDC’s website, the deJnition of a vaccine February 24,

2011, was:

“A product that produces immunity therefore protecting the body from the disease.

Vaccines are administered through needle injections, by mouth and by aerosol.”

By July 2015, the wording had changed to:

“A product that stimulates a person’s immune system to a speci=c disease, protecting the

person from that disease. Vaccines are usually administered through needle injections,

but can also be administered by mouth or sprayed in the nose.”

The wording was the same in June 2017  and likewise in June 2019  and June 2020.  By August

26, 2021,  however, the deJnition had changed slightly to add the words “to produce immunity”:

“A product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce immunity to a speci=c

disease, protecting the person from that disease. Vaccines are usually administered

through needle injections but can also be administered by mouth or sprayed into the

nose.”

Then, less than a week later, just days after the FDA gave Jnal approval to PJzer’s mRNA jab, the

deJnition changed again — this time, signiJcantly. The deJnition of a vaccine now reads:

“A preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases.

Vaccines are usually administered through needle injections, but some can be

administered by mouth or sprayed into the nose.”

Notice that the words “protecting the person from disease” is now taken out, so the deJnition

now says that a vaccine is to “stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases.” Isn’t that

just what a natural infection does? So, if a vaccine no longer protects you from disease or gives

you immunity from it, but merely stimulates your immune response, why do you need the so-

called “vaccine” — especially since you can still get the disease it’s supposedly stimulating a

response to?

As has been made obvious in the past months, the shot developed to “stimulate” the body's

immune response against COVID-19 does not effectively reduce a person's ability to catch the

virus or to transmit the virus.  According to the CDC, all the shot does is supposedly keep you

from getting a more severe case of the virus.

However, data  and whistleblowers  reveal people who have been vaccinated are still

hospitalized with COVID-19 and in some areas at rates that are higher than those who are

unvaccinated. In other words, the mRNA vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 does not appear to

effectively protect you from or Jght against the virus.

This is important to note since Moderna recently announced they would be producing three new

vaccines using the same technology to Jght against shingles, cancer and herpes. Isn't it

reasonable to expect that taxpayers will pay millions of dollars and see the same results?

One-Trick Pony Moderna Announces Three New Vaccines

In the world of science, Moderna’s announcement may raise a red +ag. The company is 10 years

old with billions in market valuation,  but until their COVID-19 vaccine, they had no approved

products.

The company was founded by two scientists and a venture capitalist who recognized the

commercial potential of mRNA as a drug delivery technology. In November 2020, Stat News

reported that despite having not produced a single product, the company had made the founders

hundreds of millions of dollars.

Originally, modiJed mRNA was thought to hold the key to a new source of embryonic stem cells

that researchers planned to use to treat anything from Parkinson's disease to spinal cord injuries.

Using modiJed mRNA, they hope to sidestep the controversy of using stem cells from aborted

fetuses.

The promise hinged on safe dosing, but in animal studies scientists ran into a now-familiar

problem with the mRNA doses. The therapy triggered dangerous immune reactions, yet the lower

doses were too weak to show beneJt.

It was just 42 days after the genetic code for SARS-CoV-2 was released that Moderna was set to

deliver a box of a few hundred vials of the experimental vaccine to the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). At this point, they had still not overcome the abnormal

immune responses in animal studies using the novel genetic therapy.

Yet, they were the Jrst to deliver drug vials for human clinical trials. Stat News reports that a May

18, 2020, Moderna press release claimed they had positive interim clinical data from eight

volunteers. But, they did not provide any raw data to scientists. Despite this, their share price rose

20% in one day, the FDA approved an emergency use authorization for the drug and the rest is

history.

A mere one year later, Moderna is still working at warp speed, now announcing that they are

developing three new vaccines based on the same mRNA technology that, so far, doesn’t appear

to stop disease or prevent the spread of it.

The vaccines are for cancer, shingles and herpes.  PJzer has an mRNA shingles vaccine they

expect to have in clinical trials sometime after July 2022. PJzer's partner in the mRNA vaccine

race is BioNTech, a company with a similar history to Moderna, having produced no approved

drugs before they teamed up with PJzer — which in 2009 was hit with the largest health care

fraud settlement in the history of the U.S. Department of Justice  — to produce the COVID-19

shot.

How Is ‘Success’ Measured for mRNA Vaccines?

NewsMax reports, “The success of COVID-19 vaccines based on messenger RNA (mRNA)

technology from Moderna and rival PJzer has prompted efforts to use the novel technology in

other vaccines and therapeutics targeted at hard-to-treat diseases.”

Considering the announcement of the development of three new vaccines by Moderna, and

PJzer's goal of clinical trials by the second half of 2022, the question must be asked, how is the

success of the mRNA vaccine being measured?

As I discussed above, the current vaccine for COVID-19 does not stop recipients from getting the

illness. It also does not stop recipients from being hospitalized for the illness, and the CDC warns

that those who have been vaccinated can still transmit the illness.

Yet, even if the vaccine only had a minimal effect on reducing illness or severity of illness, you

have to consider the adverse side effects that are being reported by the hundreds of thousands

to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).

As of February 11, 2022,  the system had logged over 1.1 million reports, which include 23,990

deaths, 43,476 people who have been permanently disabled, 33,590 diagnoses of myocarditis or

pericarditis and 12,452 diagnoses of shingles.

Considering the high number of individuals who have developed signiJcant adverse events or

have died in the days and weeks after receiving an mRNA shot, you have to wonder what the

interaction between two or three different types of mRNA vaccines will be within the complex

environment in the human body.

mRNA Scientist Warns of Vaccine Dangers

In 1987,  Dr. Robert Malone mixed mRNA with drops of fat and found that human cells exposed

to this soup absorbed the mRNA and created proteins based on the genetic code in the RNA. At

the time, Malone was a graduate student at the Salk Institute. Recognizing that this discovery

could very well have some far-reaching potential, he jotted down his notes and then signed and

dated them.

In early 1988 Malone had another lab member sign the notes as well. Over 30 years later, this

discovery was the platform on which BioNTech and Moderna were founded. Yet, in the past year,

as Malone has spoken out against the COVID-19 vaccine, left-leaning web “encyclopedia”

Wikipedia scrubbed his name from the history of the technology.

Subsequently, a web search for who invented the mRNA technology returns a Wikipedia page that

acknowledges he had some contribution to the research but focuses on his promotion of

“misinformation about the safety and ekcacy of COVID-19 vaccines.”  In other words, Malone

has spoken out about the dangers of the shot despite efforts to keep him from getting credit for

his work, and much more.

As Malone explained in an interview on the Dark Horse podcast,  it was many months ago that

he warned the U.S. Food and Drug Administration that the spike protein — which the COVID-19

“vaccines” instruct your cells to make — could be dangerous. The FDA dismissed his concerns,

saying they did not believe the spike protein was biologically active, and that vaccine makers

designed the injections so the spike protein would stick and not +oat about freely.

Well, they were wrong on both accounts. It’s since been well-established that the SARS-CoV-2

spike protein gets free, and that it is biologically active and causes severe problems. It is

responsible for the most severe effects seen in COVID-19, such as bleeding disorders, blood

clots throughout the body and heart problems.

These are the same problems we now see in a staggering number of people who have received

one or two shots of COVID-19 “vaccine.” For more in-depth information about how the spike

protein causes these issues, please see my interview on BitChute with Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D.,

and Judy Mikovits, Ph.D.  In the months after the shot was released, Malone characterized the

research and development of the shot, writing:

“... if I were to propose a clinical trial involving children and entice participation by giving

out ice cream to those willing to participate, any institutional human subjects safety

board (IRB) in the United States would reject that protocol.

If I were to propose a clinical research protocol wherein the population of a geographic

region would lose personal liberties unless 70% of the population participated in my

study, once again, that protocol would be rejected by any US IRB based on coercion of

subject participation. No coercion to participate in the study is allowed.

In human subject clinical research, in most countries of the world this is considered a

bright line that cannot be crossed. So, now we are told to waive that requirement without

even so much as open public discussion being allowed? In conclusion, I hope that you

will join me; stop to take a moment and consider for yourself what is going on. The logic

seems clear to me.”

Molecular mimicry may be one of the reasons why mRNA COVID-19 injections are causing

autoimmune conditions.  It occurs when similarities between different antigens confuse the

immune system.

"Indeed, antibodies against the spike protein S1 of SARS-CoV-2 had a high aknity against some

human tissue proteins," researchers wrote in the Journal of Autoimmunity.  "As vaccine mRNA

codes the same viral protein, they can trigger autoimmune diseases in predisposed patients."

Malone’s Warning to Parents

In an interview with WND,  Malone discussed two grassroots projects he’s involved with. The Jrst

is the Unity Project, which opposes vaccine mandates, and the second is the International

Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, launched by the Global COVID Summit.

Malone also highlighted the second Physicians Declaration  by the International Alliance of

Physicians and Medical Scientists, dated October 29, 2021, in an article for the Defender.

The declaration  has been signed by more than 17,000 doctors and scientists and states that

“healthy children shall not be subjected to forced vaccination” as their clinical risk from SARS-

CoV-2 infection is negligible and long-term safety of the shots cannot be determined prior to

such policies being enacted.

Not only are children at high risk for severe adverse events, but having healthy, unvaccinated

children in the population is crucial to achieving herd immunity. The declaration also demands

that health agencies and institutions “cease interfering with physicians treating individual

patients.”

In the article,  Malone also warned parents that the decision to inject their children is

"irreversible," and that they need to be aware of "the scientiJc facts about this genetic vaccine,

which is based on the mRNA vaccine technology I created." Here’s an excerpt from that written

warning:

“Before you inject your child — a decision that is irreversible — I wanted to let you know

the scienti=c facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine

technology I created.

There are three issues parents need to understand: The =rst is that a viral gene will be

injected into your children’s cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike

proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs,

including:

• Their brain and nervous system.

• Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots.

• Their reproductive system.

• This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system.

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are

irreparable:

• You can’t =x the lesions within their brain.

• You can’t repair heart tissue scarring.

• You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system.

• This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of your

family.

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not

been adequately tested. We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really

understand the risks. Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many

years later.”

It is crucial to pay attention to the warnings and the growing list of people who have experienced

adverse effects as Big Pharma starts rolling out new mRNA shots. Although Moderna has

announced three new mRNA shots coming, this is only the beginning of how pharmaceutical

companies will take advantage of technology to line their proJt margins while indemniJed  and

without regard to human health.

It should come as no surprise that the drugs under development using mRNA technology are

being developed as vaccines since the companies will also likely be given the same protection

against criminal and civil action as they have for the COVID-19 shot.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Jnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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Almond
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It is both laughable and tragic to hear that any company claims they will have a vaccine for cancer. We already know how to prevent

cancer, but little is being done to eliminate the global pollution of the land, air and soil that are known to lead to cancer. Many of the

foodstuffs--and the water--are unJt for human consumption. Our homes and environments are contaminated with toxins and harmful

enenrgetics. Cancer will be with us until we learn how to live in harmony with nature.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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hi Almond - my take on cancer is that the natural functioning of the organism is staging a revolt - this is an anti life revolt that

signiJes the turning away of the natural functions with cell death and erosion of the life force
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balhawk
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Yes, indeed, Almond, humans have been aiding and abetting cancer with carcinogenic lifestyles.  And Stan, you've got a point

there.
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stanley and all... When under attack, the body will attempt to adapt or compensate for the added burden. One way it does this is

by cell alteration. The theory of pleomorphism suggests normal cells will go thru 8 stages of alteration before they become

cancer cells.
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Vaccines are preventatives that don't cure. Vitamin C prevents scurvy and cures scurvy. There are many preventatives that cure, but

they have a marketing problem. They are healthicines. They cure by improving health. Health is whole. An illness is a hole in health. A

cure Jlls the hole - with healthiness. Most cures are natural. They cannot be patented. Vaccines, on the other hand can be patented for

proJt. Dollars, proJts, don't care about cures. Prevention is more proJtable than cure. Moderna is not interested in studying cure. Our

medical systems are not interested in studying cure - there is no proJt, nothing to be gained from cures.

At present, cured is not even deJned for most diseases - so we might assume that most diseases are incorrectly assumed to be

incurable. Our current medical systems do not have a deJnition of cure or cured, do not have a simple theory of cure. So when a cancer

cure occurs - it cannot be recognized, and if recognized cannot be proven scientiJcally. It's shameful. It's not hard to deJne cured. No

hard to study cures. There is no proJt. So there is no interest.
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Moderna Plans Three More mRNA Vaccines, Not All for Infection
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Moderna announced they were developing three vaccines using mRNA technology

for cancer, shingles and herpes. Yet, the current mRNA shot has not proven to be

successful, nor are the long-term effects of genetic therapy known

*

Moderna and BioNTech, the two companies that developed mRNA vaccines with

emergency use authorization in the U.S., had not produced an approved product

before the COVID injection

*

Some authorities believe the shot is successful. Yet, it doesn't stop recipients from

getting the illness or from being hospitalized, and it has a signiJcant risk of adverse side effects, including permanent disability and death

*

Dr. Robert Malone, who discovered how to prepare mRNA so human cells could incorporate the genetic code and use it, warned the FDA that

the shot could be dangerous, and he is warning parents they should carefully consider injecting children, which is an irreversible decision

*
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The proJts from deceptions grows stronger. While the weak ones slave away immunity and wellness. Never knowing, or caring.
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Penelzpix
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My response to people who think that vaccines are the cure all for disease has been this...all of us who were born in the 20s, 30s & 40s,

alive today, managed to be born by having ancestors who survived diseases like measles, mumps, rubella, +u, smallpox, plague...et al,

because they had strong immune systems & passed those along. As Darwin said, "survival of the Jttest". Thus, after millions of years,

we are here today living without having had massive numbers of vaccines. For the most part those vaccines now create children with

autoimmune disorders that keep Big Pharma rich with their drugs to help alleviate the pain from those disorders. Who really is

beneJting from all the mandatory vaccines???
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Our immune systems are far superior to anything they have designed or are in the works of designing. Their method is

reductionistic, it does not work with the entire body for balance.  Our internal homeostatic mechanisms are required for health.

Modern scientists cannot do better than that.
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"To take advantage of this revenue stream, the company announced they are developing three new mRNA vaccines for shingles, cancer

and herpes." I'm thinking that the cases of shingles, cancer and herpes, are going to explode - exponentially!
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Has been being telegraphed as such for awhile now hasn't it, and planned well before 2020.All table setting was intentional. I

know you know this :)
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VAIDS, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's going to explode as well and at younger and younger ages. a BOON for Pharma!
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Randyfast, they already have. I know someone that was perfectly healthy, before being vaccinated, and got shingles shortly after.

The adverse events include all three diseases you mentioned.
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Some of you may have seen this already, concerning the released documents from PJzer. I think we can call this one a BOMBSHELL! It's

nothing that I wasn't already aware of; although, for any of you who trust these liars and deceivers - and MURDERERS - even a tiny

bit...you may just want to rethink your position! live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/tea-time?utm_source=email&ut..
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Great link, Randfast!
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Thanks, Charly. This one should NOT be ignored! These entities are pure evil. I've been trying to get that through to people - long

before this covid psyops!
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What could be more devious than hijacking the chromosomes of the masses?
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wallguy
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Burying Mother Nature and all the wonders of the world in the same grave?
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Damage beyond repair, that's the idea. But the returns are coming in too fast. Their stock is already plummeting, so why aren't they

applying the brakes, but putting their foot on the gas? Either the effects are even more insidious and worse than even we think and

they're racing against the awakening of the muddled majority who have been apathetically going along to damage as many as quickly

as possible before the jig is up, or they're simply dug in too deep and going all in.
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Right? It seems more undeniable information is being revealed each day & some people here who once were captured are getting

hot. Yet all those who don't know better get is continuous double down on get the Jab/s, get every vax ever made, & the message

the Corona is everywhere, it's everywhere...squawk!!!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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The silver lining is that this madness is waking many people up. Maybe not enough, but many.
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM
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"MARCH 11, 2022 HEALTH & MEDICINE MEDICAL DISCOVERY Physicists, chemists and immunologists at McMaster University have

teamed up to modify red blood cells to transport viral agents which can safely trigger the immune system to protect the body against

SARS-CoV-2, creating a promising new vehicle for vaccine delivery...“We take red blood cells and remove everything from the inside. We

then attach spike proteins to their outside to mimic a coronavirus,” explains graduate student Isabella Passos-Gastaldo, a lead author

on the paper..."
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mrrobb
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More medical BULLSH!T !!!!!!!!!!! If these pukes would just leave stuff alone and quit fking with the world .....things would be ok....but we

have these pukes trying to dictate who should do what..  Maybe the world's "bad Guys' ,pained Badass by TV and CIA -proven lying text

books and all you know is what you have been TOLD to know brainwashing Schools,......maybe , just maybe all the Bad Guys like Hitler

and Saddam Hussein and many more were NOT such bad asses  and we have been TOLD TO KNOW!!!!!!!!!! Maybe Bobby Fischer wasn't

suck a crazy , brilliant chess player ....

maybe he was saying stuff that is now proving to be FACT!!!! >>>  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Jscher-speaks-jews   <<< and the

other side of a interesting coin....another world leader who was painted Natsy BAD BAD ass .wasn'tr so bad .... but the text books said

he was and the LYING US Governent said he was ..But was he as Bad ass most US Brainwashed people are made to believe....??...>>>>>

thegreateststorynevertold.tv  Maybe Sit back and THINK without all the PROPAGANDA TWISTED Thoughts in one CLOUDED brain.!!!

 what IF??????????
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And WHAT IF !!!!. Bobby Fischer statements is now a proven FACT....  but the BRAINWASHED US people don't wanna see the

truth...they like to live with just MORE LIES and twisted bullsh!t spewed out by Pukes like this fauci and that fat blabbering sow

.... ..and when Hitler Cleaned out the TONS of Jews created Pornography in Book Burnings....and the Jew Owned Pornographic

Industry, owned and run mostly by Jews , was thrown out of Berlin and Germany along with the Criminal Bankers..... Well Now the

LYING US Government will NEVER let any school teach the PROVEN facts .... Hell no!!!!!! OR .....the NASA (LOL) Moonwalk

SCAM...of the Satellites HOAX.....or the Spinning Earth , at 1000 miles per hour HOAX.... LOL....and then ridicules Mars Lander.or

the 911 jets bullsh1t.. where jets took down 2 concrete and steel buildings LOL......and millions took this LIE , hook line n

sinker.....How fking STUPID can Millions be??? .. Now Lay down and Let the LYING GOVERN MTS RAM and other BRICK up you

STUPID ASS>>LO(L.... Talk about BRAINWASHING ..... Just MORE BIG LIES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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LOL....
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Thank you mrrobb for exposing the truth. Can you try to be more direct next time?
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mrrobb
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as a teaching tool....I took a pop can and rammed it into a cement block splashed it with diesel fuel(jet fuel) and lit it off ..and a

few hours later it was still there...Hummmmmm......and I took an aluminum from a old aluminum door frame and smashed it over

the burning cement block...and the block is unharmed..........Hummmmm ....whats wrong with this jet smashing into a concrete

steal reinforced building? well..... again How Much Bullsh!t can millions eat before they open up their eyes?  Moon walk? Not

possible ....mathematically known ......and well proven and documented then moon is not 235,000?????? miles away....

Using simple Triangular computations ,middle school math . The actual moon distance is almost the same as the Sun.. and it

does vary a lot.....depending what part of Proven Flat earth you are on.... Open up your CLOGGED MIND with USELESS

Information that the TV feeds you.. and see the actual Observable FACTS you can see.with your eyes...whats really going

on......... .,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Naw.........roll over.......eat

another PILL...get another Vaccination to keep your Brain Pickled..... and DIE  ....just like the Brainwasher want you to do.......

interesting opinion.......  >>  www.realjewnews.com
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Moderna also has a mRNA Opioid vaccine under the EUA. someone said it is so far the LONGEST EUA vaccine in the U.S.
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Why call it a vaccine.?? it has ZERO Medical beneJts....many fell over dead....
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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All in the planning well before 2020. The rise in cancers, immunological, neurodegenerative issues post gene therapy experimental

injections was accounted-planned for, and big pharma stands to rake in billions and billion ($$$) over the coming years treating all the

new sickly along with the annual mRNA whu +u injections. Just wonder how so many were not aware this was to come
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM
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What a joke... Does anyone with half a brain honestly believe they are developing 'vaccines' for these conditions?! Give me a break.

More poisons and toxic matter to shove into the unknowing fools lining up for it - who do not do their independent research. I guess all

these unlucky suckers who took the C*vid Quacksine and ended up now with HIV (as the mRNA shot had an HIV delivery system) was

just an unfortunate consequence! On top of having graphene hydroxide now injected in your body, crystal prions growing, and the

horrendous side effects people have experienced worldwide, including millions of deaths from their 'safe and effective' quacksine.

These monsters pushing these deadly toxic jabs only see the billions $$$ to be made and depopulation of the sheeple (90% is their

goal) - and the media who will push this agenda down everyone's throat endlessly.
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No $$$ in culling off that many people too fast. The money is in the "#'s" and keeping people as sick and needing big pharma

meds for life. A healthy society simply not a good business model.
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"Does anyone with half a brain,,,". I think you're overestimating the zombies! I had two of them; on two different occasions,

meandering along the sidewalk with their mask on and eyes glued to the cellphone; almost run into me. I had to shout at them -

WAKE UP! I also "suggested" in my own way, that they're not very smart! I'll let you use your imagination.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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I had one of those DNA health tests. Apparently, my genetics favor long life (runs in my family), strong gut, strong bones, strong kidneys

and sensitivity to insulin. However, my thyroid tends to be low. I also have an issue with Vitamin C. It's good to get tested, so I did.

Apparently my vitamin D levels were just over 100, so I stopped taking the supplement. I have never been deJcient in vitamin D and

often wonder if that is genetic. As Mercola has advised many times, just get your levels tested 1 or 2 times a year to make sure you are

not overloading your body with D3. It's worth it.

Bad news all around. I have four grown daughters. Two refuse to take this death shot, one works in interventional radiology at MUSC

and was forced to take it or lose her job, the other daughter was so frightened by what she saw on CNN, she took it. I am so frightened

for both. I gave my oldest daughter a pack of IVERMECTIN and told her she should take it. She said she would. My youngest, who

graduated from GSU with a degree in DIDACTICS, and graduated magna *** laude, called Ivermectin "horse paste" --- I told her with

someone who was always an A student, beautiful and smart, that I was shocked she did not do her homework. I worry for them. I asked

her to please not vax my young grandson, and she said she wouldn't. I fear that will change when some dumb ass doctor tells her it's ok

to. What will happen to my little grandson?
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I’m in the same boat with two beautiful grandchildren. They are 3 and 4 months old. I am hoping this madness stops before

greedy evil gets to them. But I have little hope. We live in California. I am doing all I can to Jght this here.
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM
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Most of these 'diseases' have been brought on by our lifestyles--and we are still like lemmings heading off the cliff! We still have the

bad habits that contribute to these diseases and are being 'fed' new ways to improve our abilities to GET these diseases. Of course, the

ones 'feeding' our diseases are in bed with those who are going to 'Jx' our diseases with a vaxx! We have become so lax in our lives that

we fall for all the 'new & improved' crap that comes along! What we need to realize is that it cannot be 'new' and 'improved' at the same

time! It is either or, not both..and our lives are becoming just what we MAKE THEM!
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I bet the new vaccines will have the same 'hardware' in them as the Covid vaccine. It is within the graphene oxide/hydroxide. At the WEF

forum it was openly said that this will allow them to control the people like cattle in the future. Graphene oxide/hydroxide has also been

found in the normal +u vaxine and even in saline solutions.
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We will have to be extra cautious when our doctor recommends a jab, and check the speciJc brand and type out beforehand.
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Dr. William Davis MD, cardiologist, has published some advice on how to outsmart the mainstream MD type, which is the majority

of MDs these days. He got tired of recommending artery bypasses, stents, and drugs to his heart patients. ProJles of real people

who improved their health, lost weight, and got off their prescribed drugs are included. Davis is also the author of the "Wheat

Belly" books/cookbooks, proving the case for the ruination of natural wheat, irradiated and hybridized into gliadin, which

penetrates the blood-brain barrier to access the opiate receptors in the brain. Gluten-sensitive and celiac patients know what I'm

talking about. Davis himself got back to a healthy weight after taking his own medicine (advice). I am gluten-sensitive myself and

avoid it carefully. Read his book reviews at: www.amazon.com/Undoctored-Health-Failed-Become-Smarter/dp/1623368669/r..
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Yes, make sure any vitamin or other nutrients shots do not contain incidental ingredients to which we might be sensitive. Those

are the ONLY kind of shots I may consider taking.
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CMT…I listened to a pod cast from cultured food life yesterday. Dr. Davis was interviewed and spoke about L. Reuteri Superfood Yogurt.

I’m temped to get his book….Super Gut.  Are you familiar with this L Reuteri?  I make and drink keJr and kombucha already.  Your

thoughts please.
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I read the book and it was excellent!
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The IG PJzer and Johnson and Johnson jabs were intended to be the Jrst wave of mRNAlien inoculations, to be used on adults to help

spread the plandemic, which from the Jrst was not as virulent as the globalist depopulators had hoped. The Jrst jabs also produced

social division, and have helped in the separation of the "Good" people who are vaccinated from the "Bad" people who are "anti-vaxxers";

from Hitler and the Jews to Stalin and the kulaks to the followers of Emmanuel Goldstein in "1984", every dictatorship needs an enemy.

Moderna, where as we are now learning the virus may have been designed and then developed at Obama's biological warfare labs in

Soros puppet Ukraine prior to being turned over to the Chicoms to weaponize and release, is now readying the permanent inoculations,

which will alter genetics, control behavior and introduce Schwab's transhumanizing nanotechnology, to be given to our children, who will

be the Jrst globalist cyborgs.
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scary. those responsible will answer to God almighty. And remember, no weapon forced against you will prosper. Don't take the

shot or any of them.
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